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Abstract— As usage of the Blogosphere increases, more
and more Internet users have begun to share their
experiences and opinions about products or services on
the World Wide Web. Web logs (also known as blogs)
have thus become an important source of information.
In turn, great interest in blog mining has arisen,
specifically due to its potential applications, such as
collecting opinions regarding products, or reviewing
search engine applications for their ability to collect and
analyze data. In this study, we introduce an architecture,
implementation, and evaluation of a Web log mining
application, called the BlogMiner, which extracts and
classifies opinions and emotions (or sentiment) from the
contents of weblogs.

Mining opinions from Web pages involves several
challenges. For example, these opinions, or review data, have
to be crawled from Web sites and then separated from nonreview data [9].
As an experiment, system extracts movie review data
from blogs. As a result, we introduce an architecture and we
describe the implementation of the system in detail. We also
explain a classification of review data.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2
discusses the literature. Sections 3-4 outline the proposed
approach and the system architecture. Section 5 addresses
the evaluation study. Section 6 concludes the paper with a
summary and analysis of results.

Keywords - blog mining, opinion mining, blog crawler,
web blog mining

In recent years, there has been a huge burst of research
activity in the areas of sentiment analysis and opinion
mining. Earlier studies focused mostly on interpretation of
narrative points of view in text [6-11]. The widespread
awareness of the research problems in sentiment analysis and
opinion mining has increased with the rise of machine
learning methods in natural language processing and
information retrieval; of the availability of datasets for
machine learning algorithms to be trained on (due to the
blossoming of the World Wide Web); and, specifically, of
the development of review-aggregation Web sites.
Zhongchao Fei et al. [4] describe a sentiment
classification application that uses phrase patterns to classify
opinions. In this study, at the document classification phase,
the authors add tags to certain words in the text, and then
match the tags within a sentence with predefined phrase
patterns to find the sentiment orientation of the sentence
under consideration. Next, they take into account the
sentiment orientation of each sentence and classify the text
according to the most repeated sentiment.
Jeonghee Yi et al. [5] describe a sentiment miner that
extracts sentiment (or opinions) that people express about a
subject, such as a company, brand, or product name. In this
study, the authors design the sentiment miner with the
following challenge in mind: Not only does it try to capture
the overall opinion about a topic, but it is also the sentiment
regarding individual aspects of the topic, thus capturing
essential information of interest. The reason for this is that
document-level sentiment classification fails to detect
sentiment about individual aspects of the topic. Thus in the
author’s study, the sentiment miner analyzes grammatical
sentence structures and phrases based on natural language
processing (NLP) techniques, and detects, for each
occurrence of a known topic spot, the sentiment about a

I.

INTRODUCTION

The world’s biggest library, the World Wide Web, is
increasingly populated with data contributed by every
Internet user around the world. People share their ideas,
interests, emotions, experiences, and knowledge with others,
in the form of opinions and reviews, via the Internet every
day. Thus, mining opinions on the Web is a rich and
important area for research [2].
Sociologists have used many different ways to recognize
natural interests, aims, and preferences. In order to collect
ideas from people’s sharing over the Web, the most efficient
way is to mine their Internet diaries, their blogs, which are
their own direct, personal accounts of their ideas and
opinions. This study introduces a system that is designed to
mine ideas to understand the views of a web community.
In the last few years, blogs have emerged as widely
known personal Web pages. Blogs began as online diaries.
They are designed for regular updating. Each blog consists of
a sequence of blog entries. A blog entry consists of a title, a
textual content, and the time it was posted. Some blog entries
may have comments by the blog readers. Some blogs are
dedicated to a particular area of interest such as
entertainment or business. Easy-to-use blogging tools have
led to an explosion in the number of blogs. Especially with
increasing usage of internet, blogging and number of blog
pages are growing rapidly. Blog pages have become the most
popular means to express one’s opinions. By the end of
2008, there were 133 million blogs on the global Internet, as
indexed by Technorati [3].

II.

LITERATURE SURVEY
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specific topic. With these characteristics, the proposed NLPbased sentiment system [5] achieved high quality results
(∼90% of accuracy) on various datasets, including online
review articles and the general Web pages and news articles.
The feature extraction algorithm, proposed by Jeonghee Yi et
al. [5], successfully identified topic related feature terms
from online review articles, enabling sentiment analysis at
finer granularity.
Jian Liu et al. [6] describe an application that completes
sentiment classification with review extraction. This
approach extracts the review expressions on specific subjects
and attaches a sentiment tag and weight to each expression.
Then, it calculates the sentiment indicator of each tag by
accumulating the weights of all the expressions
corresponding to a tag. Next, it uses a classifier to predict the
sentiment label of the text. In this study, the authors used online documents to test the performance of the proposed
application. The experimental documents cover two
domains: politics and religion. The experiments within those
domains achieve accuracy between 85% and 95%.
Yun-Qing Xia et al. [7] describe a method of opinion
mining to help e-learning systems note the users’ opinions of
the course-wares and e-learning teachers, and thus help
improve the services. In this study, the authors develop an
opinion mining system for e-learning reviews. The goal of
this system is to extract and summarize the opinions and
reviews, and determine whether these reviews and opinions
are positive or negative. This study divides the whole task
into four subtasks: expression identification, opinion
determination, content-value pair identification, and
sentiment analysis. The authors achieved the following
precisions for these subtasks, respectively: 94%, 84.2%,
80.9% and 92.6%.
Qingliang Miao et al. [8] describe a sentiment mining
and retrieval system called Amazing. The authors introduce a
ranking mechanism, which is different from a general web
search engine, since it utilizes the quality of each review
rather than the link structures for generating review
authorities. In this system, the most important aspect is that
the authors incorporate the temporal dimension information
into the ranking mechanism, and make use of temporal
opinion quality and relevance in ranking review sentences.
This study monitors the changing trends of customer reviews
in time and visualizes the changing trends of positive and
negative opinion respectively. It then generates a visual
comparison between positive and negative evaluations of a
particular feature in which potential customers are interested.
The authors conducted experiments on the sentiment mining
and retrieval system using the customer reviews of four
kinds of electronic products, including digital cameras, cell
phones, laptops, and MP3 players. The evaluation results
indicate that the proposed approach achieves a precision of
approximately 85%.
Li Zhuang et al. [10] describe a multi-knowledge-based
approach that utilizes WordNet for statistical analysis and
movie knowledge. WordNet is a large lexical database of
English, developed under the direction of George A. Miller
[11]. Nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are grouped into
sets of cognitive synonyms, each expressing a distinct

concept. The proposed approach, described in [10], breaks
down the problem of review mining and summarization into
the following subtasks: identifying feature words and
opinion words in a sentence; determining the class of feature
word and the polarity of the opinion word; identifying the
relevant opinion word(s) and then obtaining some valid
feature-opinion pairs; and producing a summary using the
discovered information. The authors use WordNet to
generate a keyword list for finding features and opinions.
Grammatical rules between feature words and opinion words
are then applied to identify the valid feature-opinion pairs.
Finally, the authors re-organize the sentences according to
the extracted feature-opinion pairs to generate the summary.
The objective of this study is to automatically generate a
feature class-based summary for arbitrary online movie
reviews. Experimental results show that this method has an
average precision of approximately 65%. In addition, with
this approach, it is easy to generate a summary with movierelated names as the sub-headlines.
In this study, we extend our previous work described in
[1] and propose a project that is most similar to that
described by Zhuang et al [10]. Our approach differs from
this approach in the way we calculate sentiment orientation
of the movie reviews from the blogs. The previous work
focused on a constant dataset, while the proposed approach
crawls the dataset from the blogs. In turn, this is used to
calculate movie scores. We discuss our approach in detail in
the next section.
III.

APPROACH

A. Overview
In this section, we briefly describe problem definition,
the techniques used in this study and what we aim to achieve
as a result. This study is categorized into three phases. The
first phase is the crawling phase, in which data is gathered
from Web logs. The second phase is the analyzing phase, in
which the data is parsed, processed and analyzed to extract
useful information. The third phase is the visualization
phase, in which the information is visualized to better
understand the results. More details of the system
architecture are explained in the system architecture section
(IV).
B. Problem Definition
Web logs are full of un-indexed and unprocessed text that
reflects opinions. Many people make choices by taking the
suggestions of others into account. For example, one likes to
buy a product that is most recommended by people who use
that product. Thus, there is a need to crawl and process
opinions, so that it can be used in decision-making processes
of potential Web review applications.
C. Solution
In this study, we propose a blog mining system that will
extract movie comments from Web logs and that will show
Web log users what other people think about a particular
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m
movie. Figure 1 shows the overall process model of the
t
pproposed systeem. As illustraated in this Fig
gure 1, the bllog
m
mining processs consists of fo
ollowing three main steps: Web
W
ccrawling, sentim
ment analysis, and
a visualizatio
on.
Web crawliing: A Web crawler
c
(also known
k
as a Web
W
sspider, or Web robot) is a prrogram or automated script th
hat
bbrowses the World
W
Wide Web in a metho
odical, automatted
m
manner. A Web
b crawler is a ty
ype of softwaree agent that tak
kes
a list of URLs, called seeds, to
t visit as inpu
ut. As the craw
wler
vvisits these UR
RLs, it identifiees all the hyperrlinks in the paage
aand adds them to a list of UR
RLs, called the crawl frontier, to
vvisit. URLs from
f
the fro
ontier are reccursively visitted
aaccording to a set of policies. The process of Web crawliing
is also known as
a spidering. Many
M
sites, and search enginess in
pparticular, use spidering as a means of prov
viding up-to-daate
ddata. Web craw
wlers (or spideers) are mainly
y used to createe a
ccopy of all the visited pages for
f later processsing by a searrch
eengine that will index the dow
wnloaded pagees to provide fast
f
ssearches. Craw
wlers can also be used for automatiing
m
maintenance taasks on a Web site, such as checking
c
links or
vvalidating HTM
ML code. Also,, crawlers can be
b used to gath
her
sspecific types of informatio
on from Web pages, such as
hharvesting e-mail addresses (usually
(
for spam) or gatheriing
teext content.
In this study, we utilizeed two open source projeccts,
O
OpenWebSpideer [16] and Arrachnode [21], for crawling the
t
W
Web logs and collecting
c
data for
f sentiment analysis.
a
Sentiment analysis:
a
Sentiiment analysiss has three maain
taasks: determiining subjectiivity, determining sentimeent
oorientation, and
d determining the strength of the sentimeent
oorientation.

identifiies whether thee keyword has aan adverb, whiich changes
the deggree of subjecctivity. For deetermining thee sentiment
orientattion the algoritthm calculates the cumulativee sentiment
score ffor the review
w. If a keyworrd under consiideration is
found in the databaase, then the algorithm calcculates the
score.
Visualiization: We utilize the Zed Graph [15] for
visualizzation to preesent our finddings. The Z
Zed Graph
providees an ASP webb-accessible conntrol for creatinng 2D line,
bar, andd pie graphs oof arbitrary dattasets. It is maaintained as
an opeen-source devvelopment projject. We presented the
results on the project w
website over a shared databasse.
IV.

SYSTEM ARCH
HITECTURE

Thee proposed syystem architeccture consists of several
componnents: Blog C
Crawler, Sentim
ment Analyzer,, and Web
Usage IInterfaces.
A. Blogg Crawler
Onne of the most important partts of the proposed system
is the bblog crawler. T
The crawler needs to analyzze as much
data ass possible to pprovide accuratte results. If thhe analysis
has nott been conduccted with enouugh data, the rresults will
only inndicate the opiinions of a resstricted group of people.
Althouggh one needs to crawl as m
many blogs as ppossible to
obtain good results, tthe blogospherre contains hugge amounts
of dataa. The storage ccapacity is lim
mited, and limittations also
exist reelated to the computation aand memory ccapabilities
necessaary to crawl alll of the blogospphere.

Figure 1 Blog Min
ner Overall Proocess Model
udy, we use an unsupervissed approach to
In this stu
ssentiment analy
ysis. For deterrmining subjecctivity, we usee a
kkeyword algo
orithm, which
h searches the pre-defin
ned
kkeywords in th
he text and th
hen calculatess their sentimeent
sscores. For dettermining sentiiment orientatio
on, the algorith
hm

In th
this study, whenn calculating thhe general opinnions about
a moviee, we were onlly able to craw
wl part of the bllogosphere.
We cann assume that when the com
mputation capaabilities are
improvved, and the crawled area of the blogosphere is
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inncreased, the proposed ap
pplication will produce bettter
rresults.

keyworrds by miningg the commennts from blog pages. In
order tto calculate thhe sentiment sscores, the anaalyzer first

Figure 2 Blog
g Crawler Data Flow
We used Arachnode.Neet to crawl the Web log
gs.
A
Arachnode.net is an open
n source Weeb crawler for
f
ddownloading, indexing, an
nd storing Internet
I
conteent
inncluding e-maail addresses, files, hyperlin
nks, images, and
a
W
Web pages. Arrachnode.net iss written in C#
C and uses SQ
QL
S
Server 2005.
Arahnode.n
net uses the Lu
ucene.Net librrary for indexiing
aand searching. Arachnode.Neet is selected because
b
it is veery
ccustomizable an
nd well written
n. We start with seed lists liike
w
www.blogpulsee.com and www.technorat
w
ti.com, becau
use
thhese Web sitess contain many
y links to Web logs. In turn, th
his
im
mproves the crrawling perform
mance. Figure 2 shows the daata
fflow in the craw
wling process, while Figure 3 shows the maain
w
working processs of the crawleer.
As illustratted in Figure 3, the Web crawler
c
starts by
pparsing a set of links that po
oint to blog paages. The craw
wler
thhen parses thosse pages for neew links, and so
o on, recursiveely.
A
After the new links
l
are extracted, the system checks if th
hey
ppoint to blog paages and insertts them into a queue of links to
bbe processed by
y the crawler. The crawler reesides on a sing
gle
m
machine and sends HTTP reequests for doccuments to oth
her
m
machines on th
he Internet, jusst as a web bro
owser does wh
hen
thhe user clicks on links. If th
he page is alreeady fetched and
a
rresides in the cache,
c
the craw
wler omits thee link pointing to
thhis page. All the crawler really
r
does is to automate the
t
pprocess of follo
owing links for blog pages.
B
B. Sentiment Analyzer
A
The sentim
ment analyzer is
i a crucial co
omponent of the
t
pproposed systeem. If the analyzer
a
findss a pre-defin
ned
kkeyword in a sentence
s
of a given blog page for a speciific
m
movie, it looks for the sentim
ment words (succh as an adjectiive
oor an adverb) that
t
may be asssociated with that keyword.. It
ccalculates the sentiment sco
ores for a mov
vie for differeent

selects the blog paages that conttain commentts about a
specificc movie. Thenn, it parses eachh blog text andd processes
it in oorder to calcculate sentimeent scores forr different
keyworrds related to thhe movie undeer considerationn.
Thee sentiment aanalyzer utilizzes the aforeementioned
keyworrd algorithm inn order to calcuulate sentimentt scores. In
this allgorithm, the sentiment annalyzer processses every
sentencce of a blog paage for keyworrds such as “Sccreenplay,”
“Directtor” and “Prooducer” that aare related to the movie
domainn.
Thee analyzer utillizes the SentiiWordNet [12]] to obtain
the senntiment scorees. The SenttiWordNet is a lexical
resourcce, where eachh WordNet [11] synset s is associated
with thhree numericaal scores Obj(s), Pos(s) annd Neg(s),
describbing how objecctive, positive, and negativee the terms
containned in the synseets are. Figure 3 shows somee adjectives
and theeir scores accorrding to the SentiWordNet.
If iit finds a senttiment word, iit obtains its sscore from
SentiW
Word. It uses the obtained score as the keyword’s
score aand adds that tto the total senntiment score oof the blog
page.
If thhe analyzer finnds an adjectivee in a sentencee of a given
blog foor a specific m
movie, it also looks for an aadverb that
modifiees the degree oof the adjectivve. Here, the aadverbs are
separatted into two main categories, degree-addverbs and
reversinng-adverbs. Iff the analyzerr finds a deggree-adverb
such ass “less” or “m
more” in front of an adjectiive, then it
multipllies the adjectivve’s score by tthe degree-adverb’s score
and usees the result aas the keywordd’s score. If thhe analyzer
finds a reversing-addverb such ass “not” in frront of an
adjectivve, it simply rreverses the score of that adjjective and
uses thee result as keyw
word’s score.
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Figure 3 Web
W Crawler A
Architecture

Figure 4 SentiWord D
Data Table
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Fig
gure 5 Sentimeent Analyzer D
Data Flow

Fig
gure 6 Sentimeent Analyzer Prrocess Model
w
the analy
yzer calculates the cumulatiive
In this way,
ssentiment scorees for all relateed blog pages for different prreddefined keyworrds and takes the average off these scores. In
thhe end, the an
nalyzer finds a sentiment score correspondiing
too each pre-deffined keyword
d by mining th
he blogs for eaach
pparticular mov
vie. Figure 5 shows the data
d
flow in the
t
ssentiment analy
yzer.
The review
ws and comm
ments in blog
gs may contaain
sspelling errors,, and these errrors will decreease the accuraacy
oof the applicattion. To overccome this chaallenge, NetSp
pell
[16] is used ass a spelling liibrary in our score
s
calculatiion
m
methodology.

Thee SentiWordN
Net database ccontains the sttem of the
words. In turn, thiss may affect the calculatiion of the
sentimeent scores andd decrease accuuracy of the aapplication.
Thus, inn order to disccover the sentim
ment score of a word, the
analyzeer must searchh its stem withiin the SentiWoordNet. To
overcom
me this probllem, the anallyzer utilizes the Porter
Stemm
mer [14] to gett the stem of a word. Thesse text and
word m
modifications improve the proposed appplication’s
accuraccy. Figure 6 shows the process moddel of the
sentimeent analyzer.
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Figure 7 Blog
B
Miner ER
R Diagram

Figure
F
8 The Graphs
G
Page off the Applicatioon
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Figure 7 sh
hows the Entity
y Relationship
p Diagram of the
t
pproposed appllication. Note that this diaagram does not
n
innclude the Araachnode.Net database, which
h is used to sto
ore
bblog pages. Th
he database diaagram of the Arachnode.Net
A
t is
aavailable at [12
2]. In Figure 7, the “Movies”” table is used to
sstore the scoree results of eaach movie und
der investigatio
on.
T
The “People” table
t
is used to
t store all rellated informatiion
aabout the peoplle involved in making moviees, such as acto
ors,
aactresses, and directors. Thee “SentiWord” table stores the
t
ssentiment dictionary, wh
hich was obtained fro
om
S
SentiWordNet [11]. The “Mo
ovie Elements”” table stores the
t
nnine keyword categories from
m the movie domain, and the
t
““Element Aliass” table stores the keywordss associated with
w
thhese categoriess.
C
C. Web User Interfaces
In
We develop
ped a Web user
u
interface, as illustrated in
F
Figure 6, to present
p
the prroject evaluatiion and to giive
innformation ab
bout ongoing research.
r
The web interface is
uused for two functions:
f
The first category is the selectio
on.
T
There are two types
t
of selectio
on options. Firrst is the selectiion
oof movies. Herre, the system lets
l the user seelect a movie and
a
thhen shows the sentiment scorre results correesponding to niine
ddifferent keyw
word categoriess. Second is the selection of
kkeyword catego
ories. Here, th
he system lets the user specify
oonly one cateegory and sho
ows the sentiiment scores of
ddifferent moviees under the selected
s
keyw
word category. In
aaddition, the sy
ystem also lets users select the movies th
hey
w
want to sketch and the category under which
h they want to do
thhe analysis, an
nd then shows th
he results in a graph.
g
The second
d category is th
he graphs. The system utilizzes
ddynamic chartss that are creaated each timee users specify
y a
sselection as illlustrated in Fiigure 7. Here,, we utilize Zed
Z
G
Graph [15], wh
hich is an open
n-source librarry, written in C#,
C
ffor creating 2D
D line and bar graphs of arbitraary datasets. Th
his
liibrary providees a high deg
gree of flexibiility, i.e., almo
ost
eevery aspect off the graph can be user-modifiied.

Zedd Graphs has ttwo different llibraries that caan be used
for creeating Window
ws-based appliications and W
Web-based
applicaations. In this sttudy, we use onnly some partss of the Zed
Graph libraries too create a Web-based BlogMiner
applicaation.
V.

EXPERIMENTS A
AND RESULTS

To evaluate the peerformance of the proposed aapplication,
we useed reviews aboout several m
movies from Thhe Internet
Movie Database (IMD
DD) Web site [18] as the daata set. For
our anaalysis, we simpply chose recennt movies, sincce we want
to anaalyze as manny user comm
ments as possible. Our
assumpption is that rrecent moviess will attract more user
commeents, as they maay have a largeer audience.
Thuus, we chose ffollowing 10 m
movies from tthe IMDB:
“The F
Fast and Furioous,” “Monsterrs vs. Aliens,”” “State of
Play,” ““Knowing,” “T
The Dark Knigght,” “Wall-E,”” “Slumdog
Millionnaire,” “No Coountry for Oldd Men,” “There Will be
Blood”” and “The Cuurious Case off Benjamin Buutton.” For
each m
movie, approxim
mately 10 revieew pages are ccrawled by
the Bloog Crawler. Inn turn, this created approxim
mately 1000
user revviews in total. These reviewss are used for experiments
to calcculate the accuuracy of the aapplication. Foor the predefinedd keywords, w
we used the nnames of the tthree most
importaant roles for eeach movie: acctor/actress, director, and
screenw
writer. We incclude the nam
mes of these rooles in the
databasse in order to ccatch commentts about actorss, actresses,
directorrs, and screenw
writers. We reefer the readerrs to Ardic
and Ennez [19] for exxtensive discuussion on implementation
and expperiments.
Wee present our exxperimental stuudy by showinng the steps
of the B
BlogMiner appplication for proocessing the raaw data and
calculatting sentimentt scores. Thuss, the followiing sample
user-revview is chosenn from IMDB too illustrate the steps.

Figure 9 Web User
U Interface Prrocess Model
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Sample Review: “I thought it wouldn't be as good as it
was, because thousands of people and reviews said it would
suck! It was great, but what it missed was that it needed to be
at-least an hour longer, because it missed a-little bit, but it
still rocked! I loved it! I thought it was funny, and as did the
person next to me, when John says: "I'll be back!””.
First we split the text into sentences: In this step, the
BlogMiner simply breaks down the text into sentences and
makes the sentiment analysis at sentence level. Below, we
illustrate this process as applied to the sample review after
step 1.

“I/PRP thought/VBD it/PRP would/MD not/RB<-1> be/VB as/RB
good/JJ<0.844> as/IN it/PRP was/VBD ,/, because/IN
thousands/NNS of/IN people/NNS and/CC reviews/NNS said/VBD
it/PRP would/MD suck/VB !/.
(sentence score = -0.844)
It/PRP was/VBD great/JJ<0.344> ,/, but/CC what/WP it/PRP
missed/VBD was/VBD that/IN it/PRP needed/VBD<-0.140625>
to/TO be/VB at-least/JJ an/DT hour/NN longer/RB ,/, because/IN
it/PRP missed/VBD a-little/JJ bit/NN ,/, but/CC it/PRP still/RB<0.171> rocked/VBD !/.
(sentence score = 0.0104)
I/PRP loved/VBD<0.375> it/PRP !/.
(sentence score = 0.375)

~1~ I thought it wouldn’t be as good as it was, because thousands of
people and reviews said it would suck! ~1~
~2~ It was great, but what it missed was that it needed to be at-least
an hour longer, because it missed a-little bit, but it still rocked! ~2~
~3~ I loved it! ~3~
~4~ I thought it was funny, and as did the person next to me, when
John says: "I'll be back!””. ~4~

Second, we tag the words in each sentence by their type.
In this step, appropriate tags are added to the words to be
able to understand their meanings more accurately. Figure 8
shows the tags that have been used and the meanings of these
tags. The text below is the sample review after step 2.
I/PRP thought/VBD it/PRP would/MD not/RB be/VB as/RB
good/JJ as/IN it/PRP was/VBD ,/, because/IN thousands/NNS of/IN
people/NNS and/CC reviews/NNS said/VBD it/PRP would/MD
suck/VB !/.
It/PRP was/VBD great/JJ ,/, but/CC what/WP it/PRP missed/VBD
was/VBD that/IN it/PRP needed/VBD to/TO be/VB at-least/JJ
an/DT hour/NN longer/RB ,/, because/IN it/PRP missed/VBD alittle/JJ bit/NN ,/, but/CC it/PRP still/RB rocked/VBD !/.
I/PRP loved/VBD it/PRP !/.
I/PRP thought/VBD it/PRP was/VBD funny/JJ, /, and/CC as/RB
di/VBD the/DT person/NN next/JJ to/TO me/PRP, /, when/WRB
John/NNP says/VBZ :/: "/`` I/PRP will/MD be/VB back/RB !/.
”/NN. /.

Third, we score the text using the keyword algorithm and
calculate the scores. In this step, the system calculates the
sentiment score for keywords and finds the accumulated
scores for each sentence. Below, we illustrate the output of
the sample review after step 3. The results of the experiments
are illustrated in Figure 9 .

I/PRP thought/VBD it/PRP was/VBD funny/JJ<-0.515> ,/, and/CC
as/RB did/VBD the/DT person/NN next/JJ to/TO me/PRP ,/,
when/WRB John/NNP says/VBZ :/: "/`` I/PRP will/MD be/VB
back/RB !/. ””/NN ./.
(sentence score = -0.515)

As can be seen in this figure, the producer and
screenwriter columns include rows with a score of 5.25.
These scores are default values because no keywords were
found for these movies.
The results of the experiment have been compared with
each movie’s IMDB score. On the IMDB page of each
movie, the movie’s general scores are listed. Thus, we can
compare the IMDB score against the keyword algorithm’s
score.
For the producer and screenwriter categories, not enough
comments were found to calculate a realistic score. As a
result, most of the producer and screenwriter score columns
are given the default value. When the results are compared
against the IMDB scores, we observe a similar behavior. A
movie with a low IMDB score also gets a low score in the
proposed application. Similarly, a movie with high IMDB
score gets a high score in the proposed application. We also
observe two exceptions to this behavior. For example, the
movies “Fast and Furious” and “State of Play” received high
scores in our application; however, their IMDB scores are in
a lower position than the proposed application calculated.
We conclude that in the IMDB database, the comments and
the score of the movie may not always be matched correctly.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Opinion mining is an important area of investigation. As
Web 2.0 applications produce an enormous collection of
meaningful information, mining such information has
become an important task. In this study, we introduced an
opinion mining application that is created for calculating
movie scores from blog pages.
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Figure 10 Experiment Reesults

Figure 11 Word Tagss
Experimenttal results show
w that the prop
posed applicatiion
pproduces accurrate results closse to IMDB result values. With
W
thhis study, wee introduced an
a unsuperviseed approach for
f
ssentiment analy
ysis.
For future study, we want
w
to furtheer improve th
his
aapplication an
nd investigatee how clusteering and seelfoorganization methodologies
m
can be used to improve the
t
aaccuracy in the results. We will
w further imprrove the softwaare
sso that the useers are able to
t add their own keywords at
rruntime. We will
w also inveestigate the sccalability of th
his
aapproach by in
nvestigating thee system performance under an
inncreasing num
mber of keyword
ds.
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